M. BARR [April
We use X + z Y to denote the pushout of the square
and H x Y t to denote the fibred coproduct of a family {Z-> 7J.
Definitions.
A map in a category is called a regular monomorphism if it is the equalizer of a pair of maps. If its cokernel pair exists, it is the equalizer of them. A map is called a universal regular monomorphism if its pushout with every map with the same domain exists and if the map across from it in such a pushout square is always a regular monomorphism. A category is called coregular if every regular monomorphism is universal. In that case (and provided equalizers and cokernel pairs exist), every map has a canonical factorization as an epimorphism followed by a regular monomorphism (see [Barr] , 1.(2.3)). A coregular category is said to satisfy condition CO£X4* provided all coproducts exist and if, given a family of regular monomorphisms {X t h->7J, the induced map IIZ^-•Ily,-is one as well. The category X is said to satisfy condition CO EX 5* if colimits exist and if, given any filtered category I, functors F, G.I-+X, and a natural transformation F-^G such that F^Gi is a regular monomorphism for all / e I, then the induced map colim F->colim G is one as well. A regular monomorphism X\-*I is called an injective effacement if any diagram can be completed to a commutative square by a map Z-->7. An object / is easily seen to be injective if and only if its identity map is an injective effacement. A regular monomorphism XH» Y is called essential if for any Y-+Z, if the composite X~^Y-^Z is a regular monomorphism, so is T-^Z. If X\->I is essential and / is injective, then it is well known (and obvious) that / is an injective hull of X, meaning that / is a regular subobject of every injective container of X. A cogenerating set in X is a set T of objects in X such that for every epimorphism X-»T, not an isomorphism, there is a G e Y and a map X->G which does not factor through Y.
2.
Proof of Theorem A. Throughout this section X denotes a category which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem A. PROPOSITION On the other hand, by general principles, Y n -^Y (0 for all n e co. By continuing this way, we either find an ordinal n such that X\-*Y n is essential or else continue to define for all ordinals n objects Y n and maps/ n : Y->Y n ,f mtn : Y n -^Y m for m>n satisfying the obvious coherence. Since Y is co-well-powered there must exist m>n such that/ n and/ w represent the same quotient object of Y 9 this means we have a commutative diagram in which h is an isomorphism. But the epimorphism f n can be cancelled from fn=Wm,nfn to give hf mtU =Y n and f m , n =h-1 is an isomorphism. But then fm,n = fm,n+i ' fn+i.n * s a regular monomorphism which implies (given the uniqueness of the factorization) that/ w+1 w is and hence / n+1 , n is an isomorphism also which contradicts its construction.
REMARKS. This amounts to verifying the dual of (P3) in [Banaschewski] . I am indebted to the referee for pointing out a gap in my original proof of this proposition. Now we are ready to prove the forward implication in Theorem B. Let X be an object. If Xhas an essential extension, choose one, say X\-+X x . lfX x has an essential extension, choose one X 1 \->X 2 . Either the process terminates or we get a sequence, defined for all finite ordinals, of essential extensions. Then by COEX 5* the induced map X H> colim X n is a regular monomorphism. Apply the preceding proposition to get X h-» colim X -» I w , for which the composite is a regular monomorphism. In this way we build a transfinite sequence of essential extensions which, by hypothesis, must terminate in an object / which has no essential extension. Let I\-^Y be a regular monomorphism. 
